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General
Materials. All the chemicals including tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 99.999%) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA) unless otherwise noted. Methoxy-polyethylene
glycol5k-triethoxysilane (mPEG5k-sil) (Fig. 1A) was purchased from Laysan Bio (Arab, AL,
USA).

(S)-2,2',2'',2'''-(2-(4-isothiocyanatobenzyl)-1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-

tetrayl)tetraacetic acid (p-SCN-Bn-DOTA) was purchased from Macrocyclics, Inc. (Dallas, TX,
USA). All anhydrous solvents were purified by passing through dry alumina columns and kept
anhydrous using molecular sieves. Camptothecin-containing silane (Cpt-NH-sil) (Fig. 1A) and
Rhodamine B isothiocyanate (RITC)-containing silane (RITC-sil) were prepared as described
previously (1). Matrigel™ was obtained from BD Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Dluciferin potassium was purchased from Regis Technologies (Morton Grove, IL, USA).
Instrumentation. The sizes and monodispersities of silica nanoparticles (NPs) were determined
with a Hitachi S4800 high resolution Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and dynamic lightscattering (DLS) instrument. DLS measurement was performed with a 90Plus Particle Size
Analyzer (15 mW laser, incident beam = 676 nm, Brookhaven Instruments, Holtsville, NY,
USA). ξ-potential was measured with a Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS with a 633 nm laser
(Malvern Instruments Ltd., Worcestershire, UK). Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) was
conducted with a Q50 TGA Analyzer (TA Instruments, New Castle, DE, USA). HPLC analyses
were performed on a System Gold system (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA) equipped
with a 126P solvent module, a System Gold 128 UV detector and an analytical C18 column
(Luna C18, 250 × 4.6 mm, 5 μm, Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA).
Cell culture. MCF-7 cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA, USA). Murine 4T1 cells
engineered with firefly luciferase were provided by Dr. David Piwnica-Worms from Washington
University (St. Louis, MO, USA). Cells were cultured in DMEM medium containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS), 100 units/mL aqueous Penicillin G and 100 μg/mL streptomycin
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 37 °C in 5% CO2 humidified air. For the culture of MCF-7
cells, 1 nM estrogen (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO, USA) was added to the cell media. The
absorbance wavelength on a microplate reader (Perkin Elmer, Victor3TM V, Waltham, MA, USA)
was set at 570 nm for MTT assay. The confocal microscopy images for cellular internalization
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tumor penetration studies were taken on a Zeiss LSM700 Confocal Microscope (Carl Zeiss,
Thornwood, NY, USA) using a 63×/1.4 oil lens with excitation wavelength set at 405, 488 and
555 nm.
Animals. Female athymic nude mice were purchased from the National Cancer Institute (NCI,
Frederick, MD, USA) and ovariectomized at the age of 21 days by the vendor. After arrival,
mice were single-cage housed and had free access to food and water. Female BABL/c mice were
purchased from NCI. Female C57BL/6 mice were purchased from Charles River (Wilmington,
MA, USA) for pharmacokinetics study. Feed and water were available ad libitum. Artificial light
was provided in a 12/12 hour cycle. The study protocol was reviewed and approved by The
Illinois Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of the University of Illinois at
Urbana Champaign.

Preparation and characterization of size-controlled silica NCs
Preparation of camptothecin-silica nanoconjugates (Cpt-NCs) of controlled sizes. Cpt-NCs of
200, 50 and 20 nm in diameter (denoted as Cpt-NC200, Cpt-NC50 and Cpt-NC20, respectively)
were prepared as previously reported (1) and used for all reported efficacy studies. Briefly, the
silica cores with controlled sizes were first prepared using Stöber method. To prepare 200-nm
NPs, methanol (1 mL), DI water (0.27 mL) and concentrated ammonia (0.24 mL) were mixed.
Then TEOS (62.5 µL) was added to the mixture. The solution was stirred gently for 24 h at room
temperature. The NPs were collected by centrifugation at 15k rpm and washed with ethanol (1
mL × 3). Synthetic procedures were similar for silica NPs of other sizes, except for the amount
of reagents used (1). Cpt-NH-sil was synthesized as previously reported (1). To prepare Cpt-NCs
of 200, 50 or 20 nm, silica NP prepared with the corresponding, desired size as described above
(4.1 mg) was redispersed in a mixture of MeOH (0.7 mL) and DI water (0.2 mL) followed by the
addition of Cpt-NH-sil (1.7 mg) in DMSO (100 L). After the mixture was stirred for 10 min
and homogenized, a NaF aqueous solution (25 L, 10 mg/mL) was added. The supernatant of the
mixture was monitored by HPLC to quantify the unreacted Cpt species in order to determine the
incorporation efficiency of Cpt to NCs. Drug loadings were calculated based on the feeding ratio
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of drugs and incorporation efficiency with the assumption that TEOS was completely hydrolyzed.
After reaction, without isolation of the Cpt-NCs, surface modification was carried out by the
addition of a methanol solution of mPEG5k-sil (10 mg/mL) at the weight ratio of mPEG5k-sil/NC
of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 for Cpt-NCs of 200, 50 and 20 nm, respectively. The mixture was stirred for
another 12 h at room temperature. Surface modified NCs were collected by centrifugation at 15k
rpm and the supernatant was removed. The isolated NCs were washed with ethanol (1 mL × 3)
and redispersed in DI water or PBS (1×) before use. The NC sizes were characterized by SEM
and DLS.
Preparation of rhodamine labelled silica NCs (Rhd-NCs) of controlled sizes. Rhd-NCs of
varying sizes (Rhd-NC200, Rhd-NC50 and Rhd-NC20) were prepared as previously reported (1)
for the cellular internalization and tumor penetration studies.
Preparation of PEGylated blank silica NCs of controlled sizes. Blank silica NCs without drug
were prepared similarly as described above using Stöber method (2). After reaction, without
isolating the silica NCs, surface modification was carried out by directly adding a methanol
solution of mPEG5k-sil (10 mg/mL) at the weight ratio of mPEG5k-sil/NC=0.05, 0.1, 0.2 for NCs
of 200, 50 and 20 nm respectively. The mixture was stirred for another 12 h at rt. Surface
modified NCs were collected, washed and redispersed in PBS (1×) before use. These PEGylated
blank silica NCs of three different sizes (denoted as NC200, NC50 and NC20) were used for
TGA analysis to determine the PEG density and as control NCs in efficacy studies.
Preparation of DOTA conjugated silica NCs (DOTA-NCs) of controlled sizes. DOTA-NCs of
varying sizes were prepared as previously reported (3) for the biodistribution and
pharmacokinetics studies. Briefly, silica NPs of controlled sizes were first prepared using Stöber
method. DOTA containing silane (DOTA-sil) was synthesized as previously reported (3). Next,
without isolating the silica NCs, a methanol solution (200 µL) of DOTA-sil (2 mg, 2.6 µmol)
was added to the reaction mixture and stirred for 10 min followed by the addition of mPEG5k-sil
(10 mg/mL) to modify the surface of NCs. The resulting NCs were collected, washed and
redispersed in DI water or PBS (1×) before use.
64

Cu labelling of DOTA-NCs. The

64

Cu chloride (Washington University in at St. Louis, MO,

USA) was mixed with DOTA-NCs (2 mg) in NH4OAc buffer (pH = 5.5, 0.1 M, 0.3 mL). The
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mixture was incubated for 1 h at 80 °C. To determine the labelling efficiency, the NCs were
centrifuged down (15k rpm, 5 min) and the radioactivity in the supernatant and the precipitation
was measured respectively. The

64

Cu-labeled silica NCs were purified by centrifugation and

washed by PBS (1×) (1 mL × 1). The purified
NC200,

64

Cu-NC50 and

injection. Stability of

64

64

64

Cu-labeled silica NCs of different sizes (64Cu-

Cu-NC20) were then re-suspended in PBS (1×) for intravenous (iv)

Cu labeling with

64

Cu-NCs was investigated similarly as previously

reported in 50% reconstituted human serum (Sigma-Aldrich, 0.6 mg/mL) at 37 °C for 48 h (3).
DLS and ξ-potential measurements. The hydrodynamic size was measured with 90Plus Particle
Size Analyzer by dispersing the PEGylated NCs in PBS (1×) at concentration of 0.5 mg/mL.
Measurements were taken at a 90° scattering angle. The ξ-potential of the NCs was determined
with a Malvern Zetasizer. The freshly prepared PEGylated NCs were dispersed in DI water to a
concentration of 0.5 mg/mL.
TGA measurements and surface PEG density. PEGylated blank silica NCs were dried at 60 °C
under vacuum overnight before the TGA analysis. Dried, PEGylated NCs of 200, 50 or 20 nm
(~2-3 mg) were loaded to sample cups. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed on Q50 TGA
Analyzer under nitrogen and oxygen (50/50%) flow at a heating rate of 10 °C min-1 (rt to 800
°C). The loss of organic species at 200-600 °C range in TGA curves was calculated to determine
the weight percentage of PEG on the surface of silica NCs. The number of PEG molecules per
nm2 was calculated based on wt% of PEG per NC and its surface area. Silica NC density was set
as 2.56 g/cm3. The average size determined by SEM was used as NC diameter
Release kinetics of Cpt from Cpt-NCs. The Cpt-NCs (Cpt-NC200, Cpt-NC50 or Cpt-NC20) were
dispersed in 50% reconstituted human serum (0.6 mg/mL), equally distributed to 20 vials with 1
mL NC solution per vial, and then incubated at 37°C. At selected time intervals, three vials of
each group were taken out of the incubator. The NC solution was mixed with equal volume of
methanol (1 mL) and centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant (1 mL) was
transferred to an Eppendorf tube without disturbing the precipitates (NCs) and tuned to pH 2
with phosphoric acid (85%, 100 µL). The resulting solution was directly injected into HPLC
equipped with an analytical C18 column. A mixture of acetonitrile and water (containing 0.1%
TFA) at a volume ratio of 1:3 was used as the mobile phase. The flow rate was set at 1 mL/min.
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The area of the HPLC peak of the released Cpt (abs = 370 nm) was intergraded for the
quantification of Cpt as compared to a standard curve of free Cpt prepared separately. The Cpt
release kinetic profiles were showed in Fig. S1B.
Stability of PEGylated silica NCs in cell medium containing 10% FBS. PEGylated silica NCs
(1.5 mg) were dispersed in 2 mL cell medium containing 10% FBS at 37 °C. The hydrodynamic
diameter (which is ~30-50 nm larger than the diameter of hard cores of NCs measured by SEM)
of NCs were monitored by DLS and followed for 24 h.
Pharmacokinetics study. To evaluate the circulation half-life of silica NCs, 64Cu labelled DOTANCs of different sizes (64Cu-NC200,

64

Cu-NC50 and

64

Cu-NC20) were injected iv into female

C57BL/6 mice (n = 3) through tail veins (~40 µCi per mouse). Blood (20-50 µL) was collected
through orbital sinus at 3 min, 30 min, 1 h, 3 h, 5 h, 12 h, 24 h post injection (p.i.). The collected
blood was weighed and subjected for the measurement of radio activity (64Cu) with Wizard2 γcounter (Perkin-Elmer, USA). Activity in each collected sample was calculated as percentage of
injected dose per gram of blood (%I.D./g). For this calculation, the radio activity in tissue was
corrected for decay to the time of γ-well counting. The blood half-life was determined by the
following equation (4):

Blood half-life 

ln 2  timeint erval
ln(concentration peak concentrationtrough )

(1)

where time interval is the time between the peak and the end point. Concentration peak is the
maximum concentration in blood (3 min p.i.) and the concentration trough is the concentration at
the end point (24 h p.i.).
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Fig. S1.. Characteriizations of ssilica NCs. ((A) Characteerization off the size-controlled Cpt-NCs. [a]
The hyddrodynamicc sizes and polydisperssity (PDI) w
were measuured by dynnamic light scattering
(DLS); [b] Weightt percentagge (wt%) of PEG5k peer NC wass determineed by TGA
A; [c] The
incorporration efficiiency (I.E.) was determ
mined by monitoring annd quantifying the conncentration
of free C
Cpt in the suupernatant using
u
HPLC
C by centrifu
fuging downn the NCs; [[d] drug loading (LD)
was dettermined byy HPLC. (B)) Release kkinetics of C
Cpt from Cppt-NCs of ddifferent sizees in 50%
reconstiituted humaan serum. (C
C) PEGylateed Cpt-NCss are stable in cell meddium contaiining 10%
FBS. (D
D) Blood cleearances of silica NCs of differentt sizes follow
w similar trrends. (E) S
Stability of
64

Cu labbeling with 664Cu-NCs inn 50% reconnstituted huuman serum at 37 °C.
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Size dependent biodistribution, tumor penetration and clearance, and cellular
internalization studies
In vivo biodistribution study in MCF-7 xenograft human breast tumor model. Athymic nude
mice bearing MCF-7 tumors (size: ~7 mm × 7 mm) were divided into groups of five, minimizing
tumor size variations between groups. Mice were injected iv with 64Cu labelled silica NCs, 200,
50 or 20 nm in diameter (denoted as 64Cu-NC200, 64Cu-NC50 and 64Cu-NC20 respectively; each
mouse received ~50 µCi radioactivity). Micro-PET/CT imaging of animals was performed with
small animal dedicated Siemens Inveon PET-CT system (Siemens Healthcare, USA). Mice were
anesthetized with isoflurane (1-3 %) and placed on the imaging bed and kept in the same
isoflurane flow. A dynamic PET scan was acquired for 1 h (60 min acquisition time,
reconstructed as 60 frames at 60 seconds/frame). The micro-CT scan (80keV/500uA X-rays
energy, 360 projections, 360 degrees, pixel size: 75 µm) was used for determining the anatomical
localization of tumors. Static micro-PET scans were acquired at selected time points (3, 6, 24 and
48 h p.i.) together with micro-CT scans for anatomical co-registration. The obtained micro-PET
and micro-CT images were reconstructed using ordered subset expectation maximization
(OSEM) and cone-beam algorithms with existing commercial software (Inveon Acquisition
Workspace and Cobra Exxim, respectively). Micro-PET images were processed using 3-D
median filtering and fused with micro-CT images. To quantify the radioactivity of

64

Cu in

tumors, complex irregular volumes of interest (VOIs) were drawn on the micro-CT images and
registered with the micro-PET images to determine mean counts in each VOI. To minimize
partial volume effects, the anatomical borders of the organs were not included. The radiotracer
activity from each VOI was normalized by injected dose and expressed as per cent of the decaycorrected injected activity per cm3 of tissue, which can be approximated as %I.D./g assuming the
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density of tissue is ~1.0 g/cm3. The initial total injected activity was determined by dose
calibrator before the injection.
Radioactivity measurement with γ-counter. Ex vivo measurement of the radio activity was
conducted withWizard2 Automatic γ-counter (Perkin-Elmer, USA). Mice were euthanized and
dissected after the final micro-PET/CT imaging session (24 h p.i.). All the major organs were
collected, weighed and measured for radio activity (64Cu) with γ-counter using appropriate
energy window centered at photopeak of 511 keV. Raw counts were corrected for background,
decay, and weight. Corrected counts were converted to micro-curie (µCi) per gram by use of a
previously determined calibration curve by counting

64

Cu standards. Activity in each collected

tissue sample was calculated as percentage of injected dose per gram of tissue (%I.D./g). For this
calculation, the radio activity in tissue was corrected for decay to the time of γ-well counting.
Data are presented as %I.D./g (average ± SEM). The statistical analysis was performed using a
two-tailed Student’s t-test, and p-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Cellular internalization of silica NCs of different sizes in MCF-7 cells. In the qualitative analysis
by confocal laser scanning microscopy, MCF-7 cells (5×104) were seeded in a 4-well chamber
slide for 24 h. Cells were washed once with opti-MEM and then incubated for 1 h (37 °C) with
opti-MEM (1 mL) containing 100 µg/mL Rhd- NCs (Rhd-NC200, Rhd-NC50 and Rhd-NC20).
The cells were then washed by PBS (1×) (1 mL) for three times. Cells were then fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde and subsequently imaged by confocal laser scanning microscopy. The cell
nucleus was stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and cell actins were stained with
phalloidin-Alexa Fluo488.
Ex vivo tumor penetration study in MCF-7 tumors. MCF-7 tumors (size: ~7.0 × 7.0 mm, n = 3)
were ex vivo cultured with Rhd-NC200, Rhd-NC50 or Rhd-NC20 in cell culture medium at
37 °C for 48 h (Fig. S4). Tumors without any treatment served as the control. The flash frozen
tumor tissues were embedded with optimum cutting temperature compound (OCT) (Sakura
Finetek USA, Torrance, CA, USA). Tumor sections (7 µm thickness) were collected by cryostat
with a Leica CM3050S cryostat and mounted on glass slides. Fluorescent images were taken on a
Zeiss Axiovert 200M fluorescence microscope. A tiling image was taken with fixed exposure
time to show the NC penetration in tumor sections. The fluorescence intensity in tumor sections
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was analyzed by ImageJ. To quantify the penetration of NCs, we defined the tumor tissue
penetration depth as the distance from the periphery of the tumor to the site where the
fluorescence intensity decreased by 95% as compared to the fluorescent intensity at the tumor
periphery.
In vivo tumor penetration study in athymic nude mice bearing MCF-7 tumors. Athymic nude
mice bearing MCF-7 tumors (size: ~7.0 × 7.0 mm) were divided into groups of three. Mice were
injected iv with PBS or Rhd-NC200, Rhd-NC50 and Rhd-NC20 (200 µL, 15 mg/mL). The
animals were euthanized 3 h after administration. The tumors were collected and immediately
frozen in OCT and further sectioned at 7 µm thickness in a cryostat for immunohistochemical
staining. The slides were incubated with CD31 antibody (1/100) at 4 °C overnight and then
stained with a FITC-conjugated secondary antibody (1/150) at 37 °C for 1 h in the dark. The
nucleus was stained with DAPI. Fluorescence images were taken on a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal
microscope. FITC fluorescence representing endothelial cells was visualized using 488 nm laser
excitation. Red fluorescence of rhodamine, representing silica NCs, was visualized with 555 nm
laser excitation.
Ex vivo tumor clearance study in MCF-7 and 4T1 tumors. MCF-7 tumors (size: ~7.0 × 7.0 mm,
n = 3) were ex vivo cultured with Rhd-NC50 or Rhd-NC20 in opti-MEM at 37 °C for 24 h. The
tumors were then washed with PBS (2 mL × 3) and immerged in fresh opti-MEM of same
volume (replaced by fresh opti-MEM every 12 h for 48 h) (Fig. S6). The fluorescence intensity
in the original opti-MEM solution containing Rhd-NC50 or Rhd-NC20 and all the opti-MEM
solutions collected at different time points (12, 24, 36, 48 h) were measured with a LS55
fluorescence spectrometer (Perkin Elmer, Santa Clara, CA, USA) to determine the amount of the
cleared Rhd-NCs from the tumor tissue. After 48 h, the flash frozen tumor tissues were
embedded with OCT and processed similar as above mentioned and then imaged with Zeiss
Axiovert 200M fluorescence microscope. The tumor clearance in 4T1 tumors was studied
similarly.
Cytotoxicity of Cpt-NCs against MCF-7 and 4T1 cells by MTT assay. MCF-7 cells were seeded
in 96-well plates at 3,000 cells/well and grown in culture medium containing 10% FBS at 37 °C
for 24 h. The medium was replaced with fresh medium containing Cpt, Cpt-NCs of varying sizes
S13

in concentrations ranging from 1 nM to 10 µM of Cpt or equivalent Cpt. At each concentration,
six wells per plate were treated. The cell viability was determined by MTT assay after 72 h. The
standard MTT assay protocols were followed thereafter(5). Cytotoxicity of Cpt-NCs against 4T1
cells was studied following the same procedures.
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Cu-NCs in athymic nude mice bearing MCF-7 tumors.

Athymic nude mice bearing MCF-7 tumors were injected iv with 64Cu-NC200, 64Cu-NC50 and
64

Cu-NC20. Mice were euthanized 24 h p.i.. Mouse tissues including liver and spleen (A) and

blood, heart, lung, kidneys, bladder, small and large intestines (B) were collected and measured
for radioactivity by γ-counter (average ± SEM; n = 5; two-tailed Student’s t-test: *p < 0.05).
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Fig. S3.. (A) Confoocal laser sccanning miccroscopy im
mages of MC
CF-7 cells after
a
2 h incubation at
37 °C w
with Rhd-N
NC200, Rhd--NC50 or R
Rhd-NC20 ((red). Nucleei were staiined by DA
API (blue).
Cell acttins were sttained with phalloidin-A
Alexa Fluo4488 (green)). Scale bar: 10 µm. (B
B) In vitro
cytotoxiicity of Cpt--NCs againsst MCF-7 ceells.
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Fig. S4. Ex vivo tuumor penetrration studyy in MCF-77 tumors. (A
A) Illustratioon of the experiment
proceduure. MCF-7 tumors (sizze: ~7.0 × 77.0 mm, n = 3) were exx vivo cultuured with Rhhd-NCs in
S17

opti-MEM for 48 h. The tumors without any treatment served as the control. The tumor sections
of treatment groups (7 µm in thickness) were collected by cryostat, mounted on glass slides and
analyzed on a fluorescence microscope. (B) A tiling image was taken with fixed exposure time to
show the NC (red) penetration in tumor sections. Scale bar = 500 µm. (C) To quantify the
penetration depth, we defined the tumor tissue penetration depth as the distance from the
periphery of the tumor to the site where the fluorescence intensity decreases by 95% as
compared to the fluorescent intensity at tumor periphery. The penetration depths of Rhd-NC200,
Rhd-NC50 and Rhd-NC20 were found to be 112 µm, 947 µm and 1413 µm, respectively.
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Fig. S5.. In vivo tum
mor penetraation study iin athymic nnude mice bbearing MC
CF-7 tumors. Athymic
nude miice bearing MCF-7 tum
mors (size: ~7.0
~
× 7.0 mm
m , n = 3) w
were injecteed iv with R
Rhd-NC50,
Rhd-NC
C20 or PBS as control.. Mice weree euthanizedd 3 h p.i.. T
The tumors were colleccted, flash
frozen iin optimum
m cutting tem
mperature ccompound (OCT), secctioned (7 µ
µm in thickkness) and
stained with CD31 to indicaate the bloood vessels (green). R
Representativve images show the
distributtion of Rhd-NCs (red) iin the tumorr tissues. Thhe nuclei weere stained w
with DAPI (blue).
(
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Fig. S66. Ex vivo tumor clearrance studyy in MCF-77 and 4T1 tumors. (A
A) Illustration of the
experim
ment proceduure. MCF-77 tumors (siize: ~7.0 × 7.0 mm, n = 3) were eex vivo culttured with
Rhd-NC
Cs of differrent sizes inn opti-MEM
M for 24 h to allow thhe silica NC
Cs penetrate into the
tumors ppassively. T
Then the sollution was rreplaced witth fresh opti-MEM (change every 12 h until
another 48 h) and thhe tumors w
were immerssed in the frresh media. The fluoresscence intennsity in the
EM solutionns were moonitored wiith fluoresccence spectrrometer. Affter 48 h, tthe tumor
opti-ME
sectionss of treatmeent groups ((7 µm in thhickness) weere collectedd by cryosttat, mountedd on glass
slides annd analyzedd on a fluorrescence miicroscope. (B
B) Monitorring of the ffluorescencee intensity
in the oppti-MEM soolutions colllected at diffferent timee points. (C)) Monitoringg the clearaance of the
Rhd-NC
Cs from the excised 4T
T1 tumors ssimilarly (siize: ~7.0 × 7.0 mm n = 4; averagge ± SEM;
two-tailed Student’s t-test: *p < 0.05).
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In vivo efficacy studies in a primary tumor model
Acute antitumor efficacy study in athymic nude mice bearing subcutaneously implanted MCF-7
human breast tumors. Female athymic nude mice, 8-week old, were prepared for implantation of
the tumor cells. MCF-7 cells were collected from culture, and 1 × 106 cells suspended in a 1:1
mixture of Hank's Balanced Salt (HBS) buffer and matrigel were then injected subcutaneously
into the flanks of a mouse (four injection sites per mouse). After about 3 weeks when tumors had
reached ~50 mm3, mice were divided into four groups that each had 5-6 mice, minimizing
weight and tumor size difference among the groups. Tumor-bearing mice of the corresponding
group were treated three times (every four days) through iv injection of PBS (1×, 200 μL), 20 mg
Cpt/kg of Cpt-NC200, Cpt-NC50, and Cpt-NC20, respectively. The experimental time line and
injection protocol are summarized in Fig. S7. All the mice were sacrificed on Day 12. All the
tumors were collected, weighed, imaged with camera and preserved for further analysis.
Harvested tumor samples were fixed in 10% formalin and transferred to 70% ethanol after 48 h.
Fixed tumors were embedded in paraffin blocks, cut into 5 μm sections and placed on
microscopic

slides.

Cell

proliferation

index

in

tumors

was

determined

using

immunohistochemical staining for the cell proliferation marker, Ki-67, following the
manufacture’s procedure. Positive cells were brown. In separate tissue sections, cell apoptosis
was analyzed using in situ cell death detection kit (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mennheim,
Germany) and TUNEL staining was performed following the manufacture’s procedure. Positive
cells were green fluorescent (TUNEL) and background cells were blue fluorescent (4',6diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)). The tissue sections were observed on a microscope (Zeiss
Axiovert 200M) for bright field and fluorescence images. Both the positive and the background
cells in tissue sections with Ki-67 or TUNEL staining were counted in the images with ImageJ to
determine the proliferation index and apoptosis index. Data are represented as average ± SEM
(standard error of the mean) and are analyzed by One-way ANOVA (Fisher) (0.01< *p ≤ 0.05;
**p ≤ 0.01) (n=20).
Long term tumor reduction and mouse survival study in athymic nude mice bearing
subcutaneously implanted MCF-7 human breast tumors. Female athymic nude mice, 8-week old,
were prepared for implantation of the tumor cells. MCF-7 cells were collected from culture, and
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1 × 106 cells suspended in a 1:1 mixture of HBS buffer and matrigel were then injected
subcutaneously into the flanks of a mouse (four injection sites per mouse). After about 3 weeks
when tumors had reached ~50 mm3, mice were divided into six groups that each had 5-6 mice,
minimizing weight and tumor size difference among the groups. Tumor-bearing mice were
treated three times (every four days) by iv injection of PBS (1×), PEGylated blank silica NPs (50
nm in diameter, equivalent amount of silica as Cpt-NC200, Cpt-NC50 and Cpt-NC20), CptNC200 (20 mg Cpt/kg), Cpt-NC50 (20 mg Cpt /kg), Cpt-NC20 (20 mg Cpt /kg) and free
irinotecan (100 mg/kg) through intraperitoneal (ip) injection every week. Very similar anti-tumor
efficacies were reported when irinotecan was administered at the optimal dose by either ip or iv
route in various tumor models (6). The experimental time line and injection protocol are
summarized in Fig. S7. After dosing, the animals were monitored closely for body weight and
food intake. The measurements of the tumor size for each animal were performed at regular
intervals using calipers without knowledge of which injection each animal had received. The
tumor volume for each time point was calculated according to the formula (length) × (width)2/2.
If body weight loss is beyond 20% of predosing weight, the animals were euthanized. When the
tumor load reached 400 mm3 (as predetermined endpoint) or the animal had become moribund,
the mouse was sacrificed. When an animal exited the study due to tumor size or treatment related
death, the final tumor size recorded for the animal was included with the data used to calculate
the mean size at subsequent time point. Curves were truncated after two or more deaths occurred.
The time to endpoint (TTE) for each mouse was calculated from the following equation:

TTE (days) 

log10 (endpo int volume)  b
m

(2)

where b is the intercept of the line and m is the slope of the line obtained by linear regression of
a log-transformed tumor growth data set comprised of the first observation that exceeded the
study endpoint volume and the three consecutive observations that immediately preceded the
attainment of the endpoint volume. Animals that do not reach the endpoint are assigned a TTE
value equal to the last day of the study (99 days). Animals classified as TR (treatment-related)
deaths or NTR (non-treatment-related metastasis) deaths are assigned a TTE value equal to the
day of death. Animals classified as NTR (non-treatment-related) deaths are excluded from TTE
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calculations. Treatment efficacy was determined from tumor growth delay (TGD), which is
defined as the increase in the median time to endpoint (TTE) in a treatment group compared to
the control group. The median TTE of each group is the basis for determining treatment efficacy.
TGD is calculated as the difference between the median TTE for a treatment group and the
median TTE of the control group:
TGD  T  C

(3)

expressed in days, or as a percentage of the median TTE of the control group:

%TGD 

T C
100%
C

(4)

Where T is the median TTE for a treatment group, C is the median TTE for the control Group
(PBS group). All statistical data analysis was conducted using OriginPro® 8.5 (OriginLab
Corporation, Northampton, MA, USA) program. Data of tumor size measured on the same time
point were analyzed using one-way ANOVA (OriginPro) with post hoc Fisher’s LSD test.
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Fig. S7.. Acute antitumor efficcacy study inn athymic nnude mice bearing subcutaneously implanted
MCF-7 tumors. (A) Schematicc illustratioon of the tim
me line of the
t efficacyy study. (B)) Injection
f
dose waas administeered on day 0 for all grooups; Q4d
protocoll of all the ttreatment grroups. The first
× 3, thrree injectionns with 4 daay intervalss. (C) Repreesentative pictures
p
of MCF-7
M
tum
mors which
were coollected afterr the mice w
were sacrificced at Day 112. (D) All tthe MCF-7 tumors (n = 20) were
collected and weighhed after thee mice weree sacrificed.
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Fig. S88. Long-term
m antitumoor efficacy study in atthymic nudde mice beaaring subcuutaneously
implanteed MCF-7 ttumors. (A)) Schematic illustrationn of the time line of the long-term
m efficacy
study. ((B) Injectioon protocol of all thee treatment groups. [aa] Administtration scheedules are
abbreviaated as folloows: Q4d × 3, three injjections witth 4 day inteervals; Qwkk × 3, three injections
with a 1 week interrval. The firrst dose wass administerred on day 0 for all grooups; [b] Eaach mouse
was eutthanized whhen the tum
mor size reeached the end point (400 mg) oor at day 660. NTR =
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Treatment Related Death; [c] NNTR = Non Treatment Related Death; [d] NEU is the number of
mice euthanized after the end point of tumor size had been reached. (C) Statistical analysis of the
tumor sizes. All the data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA (OriginPro) with post hoc
Fisher’s LSD test. Statistical p-value between two treatment groups for each measurement was
calculated. The first column lists every two treatment groups to be compared. If the overall F
ratio was significant, the means of different treatment groups were compared using Fisher’s LSD
test. The results were deemed significant at 0.01 < p < 0.05, denoted as *; highly significant at
0.001 < p  0.01, denoted as **; extremely significant at p  0.001, denoted as ***; and not
significant at p ≥00.05, denoted as n.s..
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Fig. S9. Monitoring of body weight and food intake of athymic nude mice. (A) The body weight
of mice were monitored during the whole study to evaluate if any acute toxicity caused by the
treatment. Data are presented as average ± SEM. (B) Food intake of the mice per day in the
efficacy study. The 24-h food intake was determined by measured the weight change of food and
monitored three times (before, during and after the administration of drugs). Data are presented
as average ± SEM.
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In vivo efficacy studies in a metastatic tumor model.
In vivo lung tumor metastasis prevention and inhibition study in 4T1 murine breast cancer model.
Female BALB/c mice (8 week old) received iv injection of luciferase-engineered 4T1 (1 ×105)
cells via the lateral tail vein at Day 0, and then were randomized into 5 groups with 9-12 mice
per group (Fig. S10A). The mice were treated three times (every four days) started from Day 1
by iv injection of PBS (1×), Cpt-NC200 (20 mg Cpt/kg), Cpt-NC50 (20 mg Cpt/kg), Cpt-NC20
(20 mg Cpt/kg) and ip injection of free irinotecan (20 mg/kg). The injection protocol is
summarized in Fig. S10B. Food intake and body weight was measured every 4 days (Fig. S13A
and B). The study was terminated at Day 14 and internal organs were collected at necropsy for
evaluation.
During the course of study, tumor metastatic progression in lungs was closed monitored using a
bioluminescence (BL) imaging system (Stanford Photonics, Palo Alto, CA, USA) with a dual
micro-channel plate ICCD camera. BL imaging was conducted every 4 days to monitor the
progression of metastasis induced by luciferase-engineered 4T1 cells. Each mouse was ip
injected with D-luciferin potassium (0.15 g/kg body weight) 3 minutes prior to imaging, and then
anesthetized with isoflurane/oxygen. A grey-scale image of the mouse was first recorded with
dimmed light. Photon emission was then integrated for 3 minutes using the imaging software
Piper Control (Stanford Photonics, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and visualized in pseudo-color. To
localize BL signals that indicated luciferase-engineered 4T1 tumors, grey-scale images of mouse
body and BL signals of metastatic tumors were merged using ImageJ (NIH). BL signals were
semi-quantified by measuring the integrated density in the area shaped around each site of
photon emission using ImageJ. The threshold for measurement was set as 5,000 empirically.
Scoring of metastases and histology analysis. At necropsy, internal organs including heart, lungs,
kidneys, livers, spleens and intestines were excised and fixed in 10% formalin. Metastatic 4T1
tumors on the lungs were evaluated by two methods: counting the number of tumor nodules and
scaling the severity of the tumor spreading on the surface of the lungs. In the former method,
metastatic 4T1 tumor nodules on the lungs were counted with the aid of a dissecting microscope.
In the latter method, metastatic 4T1 tumor spreading on the lungs was evaluated as following:
lungs with over 90% surface occupied by tumors were scored as 5; 70-90% were as 4; 50-70%
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were scored as 3; 30-50% were scored as 2; lungs with less than 30% surface occupied by
tumors were scored as 1. In the present study, lungs with scale 1 were outliers, thus being
excluded from analysis. Macro-metastatic tumors on organs other than the lungs were scarce.
Internal organs including lungs, heart, livers, spleens, kidneys and intestines were embedded in
paraffin, sliced into 5 µm and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) for histology analysis.
Representative images were taken with an AxioSkop 40 microscope for all the tissues sections.
All the data were analyzed using one-way ANOVA (OriginPro) with post hoc Fisher’s LSD test.
In vivo biodistribution study in BALB/c mice bearing 4T1 metastatic tumors in lungs. Female
BALB/c mice with metastatic 4T1 tumors in lungs (Day 10 post the iv injection of 4T1 cells)
were divided into groups of five. Mice were injected iv with 64Cu-NC200, 64Cu-NC50 and 64CuNC20 respectively (~50 µCi per mouse). Normal BALB/c mice without tumors were injected
with 64Cu-NC50 as a control. Mouse organs: heart, lung (with metastatic tumors), liver, spleen,
and kidneys were harvested 24 h p.i.. The radioactivity of tissues was assayed by a γ-counter. To
determine 100% dose, diluted solution of the corresponding 64Cu-NCs was measured along with
tissues at the same instrument settings. Data are presented as %I.D./g (average ± SEM). The
statistical analysis was performed using a two-tailed Student’s t-test, and p-values < 0.05 were
considered statistically significant.
In vivo tumor penetration study in BALB/c mice bearing 4T1 metastatic tumors in lungs. Female
BALB/c mice with metastatic 4T1 tumors in lungs (Day 10 post the iv injection of 4T1 cells)
were divided into groups of three. Mice were injected iv with PBS or Rhd-NC200, Rhd-NC50
and Rhd-NC20 (200 µL, 15 mg/mL). The animals were euthanized 24 h after administration. The
lungs were collected and immediately frozen in OCT and processed and stained similar as above
mentioned. Fluorescence images were taken on a Zeiss LSM 700 confocal microscope.
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Fig. S10. In vivo llung cancerr metastasis preventionn and inhibittion study in
i 4T1 murrine breast
tumor model.
m
(A) Schematic illustration of the tim
me line of thhe efficacy study. (B) Injection
protocoll of all the treatment
t
grroups.
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Fig. S111. Scaling oof the lung tissues
t
with metastatic ttumors. (A) Lungs werre excised att necropsy
and scaaled based oon the seveerity of tum
mor spread oon the lungg surface. L
Lungs with over 90%
surface occupied by tumors sccored 5; lunngs with 70--90% surfacce occupiedd by tumors scored 4;
lungs w
with 50-70% surface occcupied by tuumors scored 3; lungs w
with 30-50%
% surface occcupied by
tumors scored 2; luungs with leess than 30%
% surface ooccupied byy tumors scoored 1. In thhe present
study, luungs with sccale 1 weree outliers, thhus being exxcluded from
m analysis. D
Data are preesented as
average ± SEM annd analyzedd using one way ANO
OVA. (B) Reepresentativve lung picttures with
scale 5, 4, 3 and 2.
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Fig. S12. Histopatthology of ttissues of BALB/c
B
moouse. Internaal organs, including heeart, liver,
kidney, spleen and intestine, w
were excisedd at necropssy and fixedd in 10% foormalin. Fixxed tissues
were em
mbedded in paraffin annd sectionedd into 5 µm
m and stainned with hem
matoxylin aand eosin.
Sectioneed tissues w
were observeed under a m
microscope w
with 50 × m
magnificationn, scale bar: 200 µm.
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Fig. S13. Monitoring of body weight and food intake of BALB/c mice. (A) Food intake per day
was measured every four days. (B) Body weight was measured every 4 days. Data are presented
as average ± SEM.
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Fig. S14. (A) In vivo biodistribution studies in BALB/c mice bearing 4T1 metastatic lung tumors.
BALB/c mice 4T1 metastatic lung tumors were injected iv with
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Cu-NC200,

64

Cu-NC50 and

Cu-NC20 respectively (~50 µCi per mouse). Mice were euthanized 24 h p.i.. Mouse organs

were collected and measured for radioactivity by γ-counter (average ± SEM; n = 5; two-tailed
Student’s t-test: *p < 0.05). (B) In vitro cytotoxicity of Cpt-NCs against 4T1 cells.
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Spatio-temporal modelling of NP uptake into tumors
Spatio-temporal model. Using a similar approach to previous studies (7-10), we modelled the
diffusion, cell surface association and dissociation, and cell internalization and externalization of
NPs in an idealized spherically symmetric tumor by a set of coupled partial differential equations
(Eqns. 1A-D),

(1A-D)

where C is the molar concentration of free NPs within the tumor volume, Cb is the molar
concentration of NPs bound to the surface of tumor cells, Cbs is the molar concentration of NP
binding sites on the surface of the tumor cells, and Ci is the molar concentration of internalized
NPs within the tumor cells. The parameter t stands for time, and r for the radial distance from the
center of the spherical tumor (r=0 is the origin of the spherical coordinate system located at the
center of the tumor), D is the effective diffusion coefficient of the NPs within the tumor, and ε is
the volumetric porosity of the tumor describing the fraction of the tumor volume that is available
to free NPs. The parameter ka is the rate constant for association of NPs and cell surface binding
sites, kd is the rate constant for the dissociation of NPs from the cell surface, ki is the rate
constant for the internalization of surface bound NPs into the cell, and ko is the rate constant for
the externalization of internalized NPs to the cell surface.
The initial conditions for these coupled equations are given by Eqns. 2A-B, reflecting the
absence of any NPs within the tumor at t=0.

(2A-B)
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where R is the radius of the spherical tumor, and Cbs0 denotes the total molar concentration of
cell surface binding sites.
The boundary conditions for the system of equations are given by Eqns. 3A-B,

(3A-B)
where Cbulk(t) represents the time dependent molar concentration of free NPs at the tumor
periphery. Eqn. 3A is a no flux condition at the center of the tumor that is a direct consequence
of our imposition of spherical symmetry. Eqn. 3B describes the molar concentration of free NPs
at the tumor periphery accounting for the reduced volume available to free NPs within the tumor
relative to its surroundings.
We simplify our model by assuming the porosity, ε, and diffusivity, D, to be constant throughout
the tumor, and therefore possess no radial dependence. Additionally, we set Cbulk(t) = Cbulk0 exp(λt), where Cbulk0 is the initial molar concentration of free NPs at the tumor periphery at t=0, and λ
is the rate constant parameterizing the exponential decay of the free NP concentration outside the
tumor. This function describes the first order decay of a δ-function pulse of NPs delivered into
the tumor environment at t=0, where λ is specified by the clearance rate of NPs from the
bloodstream.
Solution procedure. To solve the model described by Eqns. 1-3, we used the Method of Lines(11)
to replace the spatial derivatives with finite difference approximations, transforming the system
of coupled partial differential equations with derivatives in r and t to an initial value problem
comprising system of coupled ordinary differential equations with derivatives in t alone. We
solved this initial value problem using the ode15s numerical integrator in MATLAB R2012a
(The Math Works, Natick, MA).
Model parameters. To fully specify our model, we require values for the 9 parameters ε, D, Cbulk0,
λ, Cbs0, ka, kd, ki and ko. In the following bullet points we describe how we specified these values
for three NPs diameters dNP = 20, 50 and 200 nm by fitting to experimental data. The inferred
parameter values are listed in Table S1.
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Cbulk0 was specified to match the experimental initial mass concentration of NPs in the

blood of 1 mg/ml for all three NP diameters considered (dNP = 20, 50 and 200 nm) assuming the
dose is 1 mg NP per mouse and total blood volume is ~1 mL. We calculated the corresponding
molar concentration assuming the NPs to be monodisperse spheres with a mass density of pure
silica (ρsilica = 2650 kg/m3), resulting in Cbulk0(20nm) = 1.50×10-1 μM, Cbulk0(50nm) = 9.58×10-3
μM, and Cbulk0(200nm) = 1.50×10-4 μM.


We fixed λ = ln(2)/τ1/2 to match the experimentally observed circulation half-life of silica

NCs, τ1/2 = 3 h, which was approximately independent of NP diameter for the three NP diameters
considered (dNP = 20, 50 and 200 nm; Table 1).


The tumor porosity was set to ε = 0.09, adopting the value computed by image analysis of

a U87-MG glioma by Waite and Roth (10). In Fig. S18 we demonstrate that while the absolute
mass of internalized NPs within the tumor predicted by our model depends on the precise value
of this parameter, the trend in the internalized mass as a function of NP diameter is insensitive to
the tumor porosity over the range of ε = 0.05-0.75.


The rate constants {ka, kd, ki, ko} and the initial concentration of cell surface NP binding

sites Cbs0 were inferred by numerical fitting of these parameters to reproduce experimentally
observed uptake into HeLa cells of PEGylated silica NCs containing rhodamine B isothiocyanate
fluorescent dye. HeLa cells were incubated with NCs of diameter 20, 50, and 200 nm at a mass
concentration of 3 mg/ml, and fluorescence-activated flow cytometry (FACS) used to follow the
uptake at 30, 60, and 90 min for the 200 nm particles, and 30, 60, 120, and 240 min for the 20
and 50 nm particles. We have previously reported the results for the 200 nm particles in Ref. (1),
and full details of the experimental procedures can be found therein. Using an identical protocol,
we collected new data over longer time windows for the two smaller NCs in order to observe the
approach to the equilibrium plateau required for robust fitting of our model parameters. The
measured fluorescence intensity was converted into a molar concentration by assuming the
saturation intensity for the 20 nm NPs to correspond to 10 ng per 100,000 cells (1) and
converting the other fluorescence values in direct proportion. The volume of a HeLa cell was
taken as 2000 μm3 (12), and the NCs assumed to be monodisperse spheres with a mass density
equal to that of pure silica (ρsilica = 2650 kg/m3).
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To compare the predictions of our model (Eqns. 1-3) to the experimental uptake kinetics, we
modified the governing equations to reflect the fact that the HeLa cells are exposed directly to
the bulk free NP concentration, rather than residing within a tumor mass. Accordingly, we solved
a reduced model comprising a system of ordinary differential equations describing the time
dependent surface association/dissociation and internalization/externalization of NPs for a single
cell (Eqns. 4A-C, 5A-B),

(4A-C)

(5A-B)

Assuming that the experimental FACS measurements correspond to the combined fluorescence
from both the surface bound, Cb, and internalized, Ci, NCs, we numerically optimized the values
of {ka, kd, ki, ko, Cbs0} to fit the experimental data. Fitting was performed using a simplex search
in this five-dimensional space in MATLAB R2012a (The Math Works, Natick, MA), where the
objective function was minimization of the mean square error between the simulated and
experimental predictions of [Cb + Ci] averaged over all experimental time points. In Fig. S15A-C,
we present the experimental single cell NC uptake kinetics for each of the three NC diameters
(20, 50 and 200 nm) alongside the numerical results of our model. The best fit values are listed in
Table S1.


The NP diffusivity, D, was computed as D = κD0. D0 is the Stokes-Einstein prediction of

an idealized spherical NP in free solution (7),

(6)
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T = 313 K is the temperature, μ = 6.53×10-4 Pa.s is the
viscosity of water at 313 K, and dNP is the NP diameter, and κ is an adjustable parameter. We fit
the value of κ for each NP diameter (dNP = 20, 50 and 200 nm) by comparing our model
predictions to previously reported in vitro penetration depths of PEGylated silica NCs containing
IR783 near-infrared dye into approximately spheroidal LLC tumors with radius, R = 3.5 mm,
after 48 h of incubation in a cell medium containing a mass concentration of NPs of 3 mg/ml(1).
The penetration depth was defined as the radial distance from the tumor edge at which the
fluorescent intensity decayed to 5% of its peripheral value. The reported values for dNP = 20, 50
and 200 nm particles were 1396, 660, and 88 μm, respectively (1). These values are in good
accord with new experimental data reported herein for the penetration of rhodamine labelled
silica NCs in an MCF-7 tumor of 1413, 947, and 112 μm, respectively (Fig. S4).
For each of the three NP diameters, we numerically solved the model described by Eqns. 1-3
over a 48 h time window using the experimental values for Cbulk0 and R, and setting λ = 0,
reflecting a constant bulk concentration of NPs, Cbulk(t) = Cbulk0. Adopting ε = 0.09 and the best
fit values for {ka, kd, ki, ko, Cbs0} computed above, we computed from our model the penetration
depth as the radial distance from the tumor periphery at which the combined mass concentration
of free, bound, and internalized NPs, [M + Mb + Mi], dropped to 5% of its peripheral value, and
numerically fitted the value of κ to reproduce the observed penetration depth using a onedimensional simplex search in MATLAB R2012a (The Math Works, Natick, MA). In Fig.
S15D-F, we present the numerical profiles for Mtot at t = 48 h predicted by our model for each of
the three particle diameters using the best-fit values of κ. These values are listed in Table S1.
Parameter interpolation. The model parameters fitted to experimental data for the three NP
diameters dNP = 20, 50 and 200 nm (Table S1), may be used to interpolate values for NPs with
intermediate diameters by fitting regression models to the data. In Fig. S16 we plot {ka, kd, ki, ko}
vs. dNP, Cbs0 vs. 1/dNP2, and κ vs. 1/dNP. In all instances, the linear correlation measured by
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, ρ, is strong (ρ ≥ 0.990), and significant (p < 0.10, two-tailed
Student’s t-test).


In line with physical intuition, the concentration of cell surface binding sites is observed

to scale in inverse proportion to the NP cross-sectional area, AX  dNP2. In contrast, the linear
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correlation of Cbs0 with dNP is much weaker and does not reach significance – ρ(Cbs0, dNP) = -0.66
(p = 0.54) – and with 1/dNP is strong, but not significant – ρ(Cbs0, 1/dNP) = 0.96 (p = 0.19).


Similarly, the strong linear correlation of κ with 1/dNP is identical to the functional

dependence of D0 upon dNP (Eqn. 6). The linear correlation of κ with dNP is weaker and does not
reach significance – ρ(κ, dNP) = -0.78 (p = 0.43).
Supported by the strong observed linear correlations, we constructed ordinary least squares linear
regression models for each panel in Fig. S16, and used these models to interpolate parameter
values for NP diameters in the range 20 ≤ dNP ≤ 200 nm.
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Table S1. Parameter values used in spatio-temporal model defined in Eqns. 1-3.
dNP / nm
Cbulk0 /

20
3

mol/m

1.5×10

50
-4

9.6×10

200
-6

1.5×10-7

λ / s-1

6.4×10-5

6.4×10-5

6.4×10-5

ε/-

0.09

0.09

0.09

ka / m3/mol.s

8.3

1.1×102

4.2×102

kd / 1/s

8.6×10-5

1.1×10-4

5.6×10-4

ki / 1/s

5.3×10-7

1.7×10-5

8.3×10-4

ko / 1/s

1.4×10-3

2.0×10-3

1.4×10-2

Cbs0 / mol/m3

1.4×10-5

7.0×10-7

3.6×10-8

κ/-

7.5×10-2

1.7×10-2

3.3×10-4

D0 / m2/s

3.5×10-11

1.4×10-11

3.5×10-12
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Fig. S15. Numericcal fitting oof model paarameters {kka, kd, ki, ko, Cbs0, κ} to
t experimeental data.
Fitted parameter vaalues are repported in Taable S1. (A-C) The paraameters {ka, kd, ki, ko, Cbs0} were
NP diameteer (A) dNP = 20 nm, (B
B) dNP = 50 nm, and (C
C) dNP = 2000 nm, by
adjustedd for each N
compariing the moddel predictions for the single celll NP uptakee kinetics (E
Eqns. 4-5; bblue solid
lines) too experimenntal data (red dashed linnes) for the uptake intoo HeLa cells of PEGylaated silica
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NCs containing rhodamine B isothiocyanate fluorescent dye (1). The experimental data collected
over 90 min for dNP = 200 nm in panel (C) is taken directly from Fig. 3B in Ref. [1]. The data in
panels (A) and (B) for dNP = 20 and 50 nm, respectively, collected over 240 min constitute new
studies conducted as part of the present work following an identical experimental protocol to Ref.
[1]. The values of {ka, kd, ki, ko, Cbs0} were numerically optimized for each particle diameter to
minimize the mean squared error between the experimentally measured and model predictions
for [Cb + Ci]. Error bars on the experimental data points represent the standard deviations
computed from conducting each measurement in triplicate. (D-F) Having fitted {ka, kd, ki, ko,
Cbs0}, the value of κ for each NP diameter were numerically adjusted to obtain the best fit of the
model predictions for the penetration depth of NPs into a spherical tumor (Eqns. 1-3) to
previously reported in vitro penetration depths of PEGylated silica NCs containing IR783 nearinfrared dye into LLC tumors with radius, R = 3500 μm, after 48 h of incubation in a cell
medium containing a mass concentration of NPs of 3 mg/ml (1). Defining the penetration depth
as the depth at which the combined concentration of free, bound, and internalized NPs drops to 5%
of its peripheral value, the radial concentration profiles of [M + Mb + Mi] at t = 48 h predicted by
our model using the best fit values of κ for (A) dNP = 20 nm, (B) dNP = 50 nm, and (C) dNP = 200
nm, exhibit penetration depths of 1400, 665, and 87.5 μm, respectively, in excellent accord with
the previous experimental values of 1396, 660, and 88 μm (1).
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Fig. S16. Model parameter dependence on NP diameter, dNP. Association rate constant, ka (A),
dissociation rate constant, kd (B), internalization rate constant, ki (C), externalization rate
constant, ko (D), total concentration of cell surface NP binding sites Cbs0 (E), and empirical
prefactor correction to Stokes-Einstein prediction of NP diffusivity, κ (F). In each panel we
report Pearson’s correlation coefficient as a measure of the strength of the linear correlation, and
the associated p-value calculated from a two-tailed Student’s t-test. In all cases the linear
correlation is strong (ρ ≥ 0.990), and significant (p < 0.10).
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Statistical analyses
The statistical analysis was performed by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) (OriginPro)
with post hoc Fisher’s LSD test or a two-tailed Student’s t-test, and p-values < 0.05 were
considered statistically significant. The results were deemed significant at 0.01 < *p  0.05,
highly significant at 0.001 < **p  0.01, and extremely significant at ***p  0.001.
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